We computationally investigate two approaches for uncertainty quantification in inverse problems for nonlinear parameter dependent dynamical systems. We compare the bootstrapping and asymptotic theory approaches for problems involving data with several noise forms and levels. We consider both constant variance absolute error data and relative error which produces non-constant variance data in our parameter estimation formulations. We compare and contrast parameter estimates, standard errors, confidence intervals, and computational times for both bootstrapping and asymptotic theory methods.
Introduction
One of the more ubiquitous computational problems in all of science and engineering is the inverse problem for estimation of parameters from longitudinal observations of system responses. This is usually formulated in terms of a parameter dependent dynamical mathematical model (ordinary, partial, delay differential or integral equation (see [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 18, 19, 20, 21, 29, 30] and the references therein) for which observations of solutions (or certain components of the solutions) are to be used to estimate some unknown parameters . In particular the general inverse problem for nonlinear parameter dependent ordinary differential equations is formulated in terms of a system ( ) = ℱ( , ( ), )
with observations = ( , ) = ( ; ), = 1, . . . , ,
where the solutions ( ; ) in general depend on unknowns and the (possibly unknown) initial conditions 0 so that = ( , 0 ). In addition to computing estimatesˆ for the unknown parameters using observations { }, it is widely accepted that quantifying the uncertainty in these parameter estimates is equally important. A standard method [3, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16, 25] to do this involves computation of standard errors (SE) to be used in confidence intervals (CI) for the parameter estimates. Discussions of the fundamental ideas and methods that are accessible to non-statisticians can be found in [3, 8] .
In this note we investigate computationally and compare the bootstrapping approach and the asymptotic theory approach to computing parameter standard errors corresponding to data with various noise levels ( ). We consider both absolute error (with constant variance) measurement data and relative error (and hence non-constant variance) measurement data sets in obtaining parameter estimates. Both types of errors are found widely in measurement procedures used in science and engineering investigations. We compare and contrast parameter estimates, standard errors, confidence intervals, and computational times for both bootstrapping and asymptotic theory approaches. Our goal is to investigate and illustrate some possible advantages/disadvantages of each approach in treating problems for nonlinear dynamical systems, focusing on computational methods. We discuss these in the context of a simple example for which an analytical solution is available to provide readily obvious distinct qualitative behaviors. We chose this example because its solutions have many features found in those of much more complicated models: regions of rapid change as well as a region near an equilibrium with very little change and different regions of relative insensitivity of solutions to different parameters. The model we use to carry out this demonstration analysis is the well known [8, 22] logistic model (also called the Verhulst-Pearl growth model) given by
Here is the carrying capacity as well as the asymptote value (as → ∞) for solutions and is plotted in Figure 1 for = 17.5, = .7 and 0 = .1 and 0 ≤ ≤ 25. There is a substantial statistical literature (see [12, 15, 16, 23] and the references therein) on the use of the bootstrap in nonlinear regression problems while Chapter 12 of [25] contains a readable presentation for the corresponding use of asymptotic theory for estimators in nonlinear regression. As will be discussed in illustrative examples below, for quantifying uncertainty in parameter estimates the asymptotic theory is always computationally faster than bootstrapping. This unfortunately is the only definitive general comparative statement that can be made. One of the two methods may be favored over the other dependent on the type of observational data set used and the particular dynamics under investigation. For constant variance data there appears to be little advantage for either method. Bootstrapping may be more reasonable for estimating the standard error in the cases of nonlinear systems so complex as to prohibit computation of the sensitivities needed for asymptotic theory errors. However, if computation time is already a concern and sensitivities can be computed, then asymptotic theory may prove advantageous. As we shall see, when the relative error statistical model is correct (i.e., one has nonconstant variance data), the parameters are most efficiently estimated using generalized least squares; in this case the asymptotic theory error estimates and the bootstrapping error estimates may be comparable. In some situations (when local variation in the data is high), the standard errors for bootstrapping are likely to be larger (due to a positive additive corrective term) but also more accurate than those of the asymptotic theory. As we shall illustrate, in other cases there will be insignificant correction in the bootstrap's estimate of standard error over that of the asymptotic theory. We thus see that the choice between bootstrapping and asymptotic theory approaches depends on the local variation in data in regions of influence in the estimation of a specific parameter. These heuristic conclusions (it is difficult to give rigorous proofs in this area) will be supported by examples in subsequent sections of this paper. In the next section we give a detailed algorithm for computing the bootstrap estimates for constant variance data. This section is followed by a description for standard error computations using asymptotic theory. Section 4 contains a detailed algorithm for computing bootstrap estimates with non constant variance data, followed by a section with the description of standard error computations using asymptotic theory for non constant variance data. This is followed by a report of the numerical results, and numerical results for data sets where the incorrect variance models are assumed. Section 8 presents remarks on the corrective nature of the bootstrap, followed by a short summary on our findings. Finally in an appendix a brief summary of literature on the asymptotic nature of the bootstrap is given.
Bootstrapping Algorithm for Constant Variance Data
Assume we are given experimental data ( 1 , 1 ), . . . , ( , ) from an underlying observation process
where the ℰ are independent identically distributed (iid) from a distribution with mean zero ( (ℰ ) = 0) and constant variance 2 0 , and 0 is the "true value" parameter value hypothesized to exist in statistical treatments of data. Associated corresponding realizations { } of the random variables = { } are given by
We note that the assumption that the observation errors are uncorrelated across (i.e., time) may be a reasonable one when the observations are taken with sufficient intermittency or when the primary source of error is measurement error. If we define
where Θ ⊂ is the admissible parameter set, then OLS can be viewed as minimizing the distance between the observations and model where all observations are treated as of equal importance. We note that minimizing in (4) corresponds to solving for in
We point out that OLS is a random variable (because ℰ = − ( , ) is a random variable); hence if { } =1 is a realization of the random process { } =1 then solvinĝ
provides a realizationˆ OLS for OLS . (A remark on notation: for a random variable or estimator we will always denote a corresponding realization or estimate with an over hat, e.g.,ˆ is an estimate for .) Noting that
suggests that once we have solved for OLS in (4), we may obtain an estimateˆ
0 . An unbiased estimate is given by
The following algorithm [12, 13, 15, p. 285-287] can be used to compute the bootstrapping estimateˆ of 0 and its empirical distribution.
First estimateˆ
) from the entire sample { } =1 using OLS.
2. Using this estimate define the standardized residuals
. . ,¯ } are realizations of iid random variables¯ with the empirical distribution , and = 3 for the number of parameters. We remark that
3. Create a bootstrap sample of size using random sampling with replacement from the data (realizations) {¯ 1 ,. . . ,¯ } to form a bootstrap sample { 1 , . . . , }. 
Obtain a new estimateˆ
) from the bootstrap sample { } using OLS. Addˆ
+1
into the vector Θ, where Θ is a vector of length which stores the bootstrap estimates.
6. Set = + 1 and repeat steps 3-5.
7. Carry out the above iterative process M times where M is large (e.g., M=1000), resulting in a vector Θ of length M.
8. We then calculate the mean, standard error, and confidence intervals from the vector Θ using the formulaeˆ
Asymptotic Theory for Constant Variance Data
Given the statistical model and realizations described above, we can also compute estimates and standard errors using asymptotic theory. The algorithm [3, 8] to obtain these estimates is given below.
1. First obtain the estimate,ˆ = (ˆ ,ˆ ,ˆ 0 ) using OLS.
Compute the sensitivity matrix = ∂ ∂
, and variance estimateˆ 2 as follows. The logistic model can be described in term of the differential equation:
with corresponding sensitivity equations
The solution to this ordinary differential equation provides the sensitivity matrix
Note that = is an × matrix. Again an unbiased estimate of the constant variance can be obtained by
3. Estimate the covariance matrix. The approximate true covariance matrix,
, is unknown since the true parameters 0 and variance 2 0 are unknown. It can be shown [25, p. 570 ] that under certain conditions, the estimate of is asymptotically normal:
).
We estimate the covariance matrix usingˆ andˆ 
Bootstrapping Algorithm for Non-constant Variance Data
We suppose now that we are given experimental data ( 1 , 1 ) , . . . , ( , ) from the following underlying observation process
where = 1, . . . , and the ℰ are iid from a distribution with mean zero and nonconstant variance. Note that ( ) = ( , 0 ) and var( ) = We see that the variance generated in this fashion is model dependent and hence generally is longitudinally non-constant variance. The appropriate method to use to estimate 0 and 2 0 is a particular form of the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) method [3, 16] . To define the random variable GLS the following equation must be solved for the estimator GLS :
where obeys (9) and = −2
( , GLS ). We note these are the normal equations (obtained by equating to zero the gradient of the weighted least squares criterion in the case where the weights are not dependent on ). The quantity GLS is a random variable, hence if { } =1 is a realization of the random process then solving
forˆ we obtain an estimateˆ GLS for GLS . An estimateˆ GLS can be solved for iteratively. The iterative procedure as described in [16] is summarized as follows:
using the OLS equation (4) . Set = 0.
Form the weightsˆ =
3. Re-estimateˆ by solvinĝ
to obtain the + 1 estimateˆ
forˆ GLS .
4. Set = + 1 and return to 2. Terminate the process when two of the successive estimates forˆ GLS are sufficiently close.
A standard algorithm [12, 13, 15, p. 287-290] can be used to compute the bootstrapping estimateˆ of 0 and its empirical distribution. We treat the general case for nonlinear dependence of the model output on the parameters . (For the special case of linear dependence, one can consult the references given above.)
1. First obtain the estimateˆ
) from the entire sample { } using GLS.
2. Define the non-constant variance standardized residuals
Then {¯ 1 . . .¯ } are realizations of iid random variables¯ with empirical distribution . In this nonlinear weighted case the desired mean and variance conditions only hold approximately
3. Create a bootstrap sample of size using random sampling with replacement from the data (realizations) {¯ 1 ,. . . ,¯ } to form a bootstrap sample { 1 , . . . , }.
Create bootstrap sample points
where = 1,. . . , .
Obtain a new estimateˆ
) from the bootstrap sample { } using GLS. Addˆ +1 into the vector Θ, where Θ is a vector of length which stores the bootstrap estimates.
8. We then calculate the mean, standard error, and confidence intervals from the vector Θ using the same formulae (8) as before.
If bootstrapping samples { 1 , ..., } resemble the data { 1 , ..., } in terms of the empirical error distribution, , then the parameter estimates are expected to be consistent. The modification of the standardized residuals allows each of the bootstrapping samples to have an empirical distribution with the same mean and variance as the original . We used both definitions for the standardized residuals (for linear and non-linear models) when doing our analysis. Although the definition of the standardized residual for the non-linear model gives an approximation to the conditions needed to hold, it performs comparably to the standardized residual as defined for the linear model. As a result, we chose the nonlinear standardized residuals for our simulation comparison studies.
Asymptotic Theory for Non-constant Variance Data
Assume we are given experimental data ( When using asymptotic theory [3, 8] , we obtain the estimateˆ using the GLS algorithm. Then 2 0 is approximated by
We estimate the covariance matrix usingˆ andˆ
( , )). We compute the standard error usinĝ Σ (ˆ ) and
6 Results of Numerical Simulations
Simulated Noisy Data Sets
We created noisy data sets using model simulations and ). The constant variance data sets were obtained from the equation
Similarly, for non-constant variance data sets we used = ( , 0 )(1 + ).
Constant variance and non-constant variance data sets were created for 1%, 5%, and 10% noise, i.e., = .01, .05, and .1.
Constant Variance Data with OLS
We used the constant variance (CV) data with OLS to carry out the parameter estimation calculations. The bootstrap estimates were computed with = 1000 and of course, 0 = (17.5, 0.7, 0.1). We choose = 1000 as recommend by Davidian in [15] . We also use = 1000 because we are computing confidence intervals and not only estimates and standard errors, Efron and Tibirshani recommend that = 1000 when confidence intervals are to be computed [17] . The standard errors and corresponding confidence intervals [ˆ − 1.96 ,ˆ + 1.96 ] are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3 . In Figure  2 we plot the empirical distributions for the case = .05 corresponding to the results in Table 2 ; plots in the other two cases are quite similar. The parameter estimates and standard errors are comparable between the asymptotic theory and the bootstrapping theory for this case of constant variance. However, the computational times (given in Table 4 ) are two to three orders of magnitude greater for the bootstrapping method as compared to those for the asymptotic theory. For this reason, the asymptotic approach would appear (as expected from the theory) to be the more advantageous method. 
Non-constant Variance Data with GLS
We carried out a similar set of computations for the case of non-constant variance (NCV) data using a GLS formulation (in these calculations we used 1 GLS iteration). The bootstrap estimates were again computed with = 1000. Standard errors and corresponding confidence intervals are listed in Tables 5, 6 and 7. In Figure 3 we plot the empirical distributions for the case = .05 corresponding to the results in Table 6 ; again, plots in the other two cases are quite similar. We observe that the standard errors computed from the bootstrapping method are very similar to the standard errors computed using asymptotic theory. In each of these cases the standard errors for the parameter are one to two orders of magnitudes greater than the standard errors for and 0 . The computational time is also slower for the bootstrapping method, thus asymptotic theory may again be the method of choice. 
Using Incorrect Assumptions on Errors
In practice, one rarely knows the form of the statistical error with any degree of certainty, so that the assumed models (3) and (9) may well be incorrect for a given data set. To obtain some information on the effect, if any, of incorrect error model assumptions on comparisons between bootstrapping and use of asymptotic theory in computing standard errors we carried out further computations.
In this section, we repeat the comparisons above for asymptotic theory and bootstrapping generated standard errors, but with incorrect assumptions about the error (constant or non-constant variance). Using the same data sets as created previously, we computed parameter estimates and standard errors for the constant variance data for asymptotic theory and bootstrapping using a GLS formulation, which usually is employed if nonconstant variance data is suspected. Similarly, we estimated parameters and standard errors for both approaches in an OLS formulation with the non-constant variance data.
In summary, we demonstrate below that if incorrect assumptions are made about the statistical model for error contained within the data, one cannot ascertain whether the correct assumption about the error has been made simply from examining the estimated standard errors. The residual plots must be examined to determine if the error model for constant or non-constant variance is reasonable. This is discussed more fully in [3] and [8, Chapter 3].
Constant Variance Data, Using GLS
The bootstrap estimates were computed with = 1000 and 1 GLS iteration, with the findings reported in the tables below in a format similar to those in the previous sections. No empirical distribution plots are given here because we found they added little in the way of notable new information. As can be summarized from the results obtained, when the data has constant variance, but the incorrect assumption is made about the error, the asymptotic theory error estimates are again comparable to the bootstrapping error estimates. Also, has large standard error as increases, specifically it goes from approximately .043 to .5 for noise levels 1% to 10%, respectively. The and 0 standard errors also increase as the noise levels increase. These incorrectly obtained standard error estimates are larger in comparison to those obtained using an OLS formulation with the correct assumption about the error, comparing Tables 9-11 to Tables 1-3 respectively. 
Non-constant Variance Data, Using OLS
The bootstrap estimates were again computed with = 1000. When the error estimates for data sets with non-constant variance are estimated using OLS, the estimates are comparable for the asymptotic theory and bootstrapping methods. In comparing these estimates to the error estimates obtained under accurate assumptions (comparing Tables 13-15 to Tables 5-7 respectively), we observe that under the incorrect error model assumption, the standard error for is always smaller (though comparable) regardless of the noise level, while the corresponding and 0 standard errors are always larger. For 0 , the standard error under OLS is an order of magnitude larger as compared to the GLS case (non-constant variance). 
.
Although in our results there are minimal differences between the two estimates obtained via bootstrapping and asymptotic theory, Carroll, Wu, and Ruppert report bootstrapping to be more favorable when estimating weights that have a large effect on the parameter estimates [13] . This corrective term does not arise with the OLS method where no weights are being estimated. Therefore, as might be expected, there seems to be no advantages in implementing the bootstrapping method over asymptotic theory for estimation of parameters and standard errors from constant variance data [15, p. 287] .
To examine the effects of this second order correction, we re-ran our analysis for = 10 data points for non-constant variance (10% noise) using GLS. The results were similar comparing asymptotic theory to bootstrapping, however the standard errors from bootstrapping were slightly smaller (less conservative) than the standard errors from asymptotic theory for all parameters. This is unexpected due to the correction term described above. We note that in repeated simulations different parameter estimates resulted in smaller (less conservative) SE some of the times, and other times larger (more conservative) SE for bootstrapping than for the corresponding asymptotically computed SE. However, the bootstrapping standard errors were never all larger (more conservative) than asymptotic theory standard errors. (We note that in general one desires small standard errors in assessing uncertainty in estimates but only if they are accurate; in some cases-essentially when they are more accurate-more conservative (larger) SE are desirable.) For fewer than = 10 data points, the inverse problem using bootstrapping did not converge in a reasonable time period, though it did for asymptotic theory. This may be due to the resampling with replacement of the residuals causing the bootstrap samples to sometimes have a large estimate of , which in turn makes the estimated GLS weights very small.
In simulations reported in previous sections, we found that our results did not necessarily meet expectations consistent with the theory presented by Carroll, Wu and Ruppert [13] . After further examination of the theory, we find that the theory is presented and discussed in detail for a linear model. To further explore this, we linearized our original model ( ( , )) about = * , and re-ran our simulations. As a result of the linearization we have the following new model
where bootstrapping estimates are larger (as expected with the correction term) for parameters , , but slightly smaller (not expected) for the parameter 0 (see Tables 17-23) . The relative error model has very little noise around = 0, due to the model have the smallest function value in that region. Therefore, we do not expect for the weights from GLS to have a large impact on the standard errors for 0 . This may explain why we do not observe a correction from the bootstrapping method for 0 . We would expect that the theory presented in [13] would be observed at lower values of due to the correction term −1 2 0 Λ( ); however, the inverse problem is very unstable at this sample size because it appeared that at least 9 data points are needed for each parameter that is being estimated in this problem. (We remark that in general the correlation between the number of data points required per parameter estimated is not easy to compute and is very much problem dependent-this is only one of a number of difficulties arising in such problems-see [9, p. 87] for discussions. Indeed this problem is one of active research interest in the areas of sensitivity functions [4, 5, 6, 28] and design of experiments.) We expected to observe theory-consistent SE at the higher values of ( = 20), because we have three parameters estimates. For the parameters that did show a correction from Bootstrapping, { , }, Table 24 shows the average correction term for each , given by (ˆ ) − (ˆ ). Table 24 confirms that there is a larger correction for smaller . This is expected given the correction term
We also observe that the correction for is consistently larger than the correction for . This implies that the estimation of GLS weights has a greater effect on the standard errors of than for . To better understand the fluctuations in bootstrapping standard errors among the three parameters, we ran the Monte Carlo simulations for the estimation of just one parameter. When only the parameter was estimated, the bootstrapping standard errors were larger than those of asymptotic theory for every case, using = 10, 15, 20 and 25 time points. These simulations supported the theory of the corrective nature of bootstrapping. We also examined the standard errors when only estimating 0 , again for = 10, 15, 20 and 25. For 0 , the standard errors were consistently smaller by an order of magnitude for the bootstrapping method, as compared to asymptotic theory, thus not displaying the corrective nature of the bootstrap. This example provides some evidence that the corrective nature of the bootstrap may only be realized in certain situations. Carroll and Ruppert [12, p. 15-16] describe the following result for the behavior of GLS with a particular non-constant variance model. If the data points have higher variance in a neighborhood of importance for estimating a specific parameter (for our example the region of rapidly increasing slope is important for estimating ), then the weights in GLS heavily influence the estimate and the standard error. Based on our computational findings, we are inclined to think that this local variance also influences whether or not the bootstrapping estimate will be "corrective". If the GLS weights are not as important, then the bootstrap error estimate will not exhibit the corrective term of the covariance properly. We ran some simulations for both the linearized and nonlinear models to test this hypothesis. For our example, in the solution to the logistic equation there are three regions each of importance for estimating one of the parameters. Region I is important for estimation of 0 and is the region where ( ) is near 0 , located near the initial time points before the slope begins to increase significantly. Region II data influences heavily the estimation of and is located in the area of the increasing slope. Region III is located where the solution approaches the steady state (∞) = . Due to the manner in which our simulated non-constant variance data was modeled, Region I had little variation in comparison to Regions II and III. This low variation in Region I led us to believe that increasing the variance in this region would demonstrate the corrective nature of the bootstrapping estimate. We subsequently created data sets (linear and nonlinear) with larger variance in Region I and the variance remained the same in Regions II and III. For these new data sets all of the bootstrapping standard errors were larger than the asymptotic standard errors; however, the estimates for the intrinsic growth rate, , become unreasonable. Although it appears the theoretically predicted corrective nature of the bootstrap is exhibited, there is exists a break down in the inverse problem due to the unreasonable estimate for . This break down occurs as a result of the added variance in the Region I, thus changing the assumptions on the variance model for the inverse problem, which are now incorrect. While there are issues observing the effect of the addition of variance into regions with small local variance, the regions that naturally have a larger amount of local variance exhibit the corrective nature of the bootstrap. This leads us to believe that local variance strongly influences the presence or not of the corrective nature of the bootstrapping estimate.
Summary
Based on our computational experience with a known example we make the following summary remarks/conclusions. Asymptotic theory and bootstrapping are distinct methods for quantifying uncertainty in parameter estimates. Asymptotic theory is always faster computationally than bootstrapping; however, this is the only definitive comparison that can be made. Depending on the type of data set, one method may be more favorable than the other. For constant variance data using OLS there is no clear advantage in using bootstrapping over asymptotic theory. However, for a complex system it may be too complicated to compute the sensitivities needed for asymptotic theory; then bootstrapping may be more reasonable for estimating the standard error. If computation time is already a concern, but sensitivities can be computed, then asymptotic theory may be advantageous. Given that the statistical model correctly assumes non-constant variance, the parameters are estimated using GLS, and the asymptotic theory error estimates and the bootstrapping error estimates are comparable. If local variation in the data points is large in a region of importance for estimation of a parameter, then the bootstrapping covariance estimate may contain a corrective term of significance. In that situation, the standard errors for bootstrapping will be larger than those of asymptotic theory, and hence more conservative and also more accurate. If the local variation in the data is low in a region of importance for the estimation of a parameter, then there will be insignificant correction in the bootstrap's estimate of standard error over that of the asymptotic theory. Thus for non-constant variance data, the choice between bootstrapping and asymptotic theory depends on local variation in the data in regions of importance for the estimation of the parameters.
A Appendix: Summary of Literature on the Asymptotic Nature of the Bootstrapping Estimate
For the sake of completeness, we include here a brief review of some of the theoretical underpinnings for bootstrapping similar to the convergence properties in the asymptotic theory for standard errors as given in [25, Chapter 12] . Bickel and Freedman [11] discuss an early result for the asymptotic theory of the specific case where the parameters are estimated directly from the sample (ex: mean, and variance). In this situation, there is no model for the data therefore no inverse problem is needed to estimate the parameters. The results that follow are of interest for the general bootstrapping method, but are not directly applicable for parameter estimation for a nonlinear model using bootstrapping. Bickel and Freedman [11] give insight to asymptotic theory for the general bootstrapping method in a population 1 , ..., , where = + ℰ and iid with empirical distribution . It is assumed that has finite mean, , and finite positive variance 2 where the standard deviation is
Then a conditionally independent bootstrapping sample of size sampled from the pop- Later asymptotic theory results are for the same bootstrapping on the residuals method that we described above, but are restricted to a model that is linear in the parameters. Shao and Tu [26] discuss the asymptotic theory of the bootstrapping on the residuals method for a linear model: = ( where , is the collection of all possible joint distributions of ( , ), if and have marginal distributions and , respectively. Shao and Tu give us the following two results that prove the bootstrapping estimator of variance of the parameter is consistent, as is the bootstrapping distribution estimator [26] . To observe consistency of boot (the variance of the parameter, the follow must hold Shao and Tu also state that these consistency results can be generalized for nonlinear models in [26, p. 331, 335-337] , though no rigorous proof is given.
A.1 Iterative Bootstrap Asymptotics
Earlier we discussed asymptotics for bootstrapping methods in reference to sample size, , now we will highlight some discussion on the asymptotics in reference to the number of bootstrapping samples. Efron and Tibshirani state the bootstrap method is asymptotically efficient in [17, p. 395 [26, p. 210 ]. In addition is determined using the following relationship:
